Resolutions No. 13
Series of 2013

For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as PSYCHOLOGISTS pursuant to Sec. 16, Article V of R.A. No. 10029, known as the “Philippine Psychology Act of 2009”, and Sec. 16, Rule V of Board Res. No. 03 Series of 2012, known as the “Implementing Rules and Regulations of R.A. No. 10029”:

1. AGUILING-DALISAY, GRACE HULAR
2. ALCUAZ, MARIA CYNTHIA ARBOLEDA
3. ANTONIO, ANGELITO ZARRIS
4. ARCAZA, DONNA MARIE NATANIO
5. BACULAO, REMEDIOS AMAHAN
6. BAJO, JUSTINA POBRE
7. BELTRAN, REGINA VELASCO
8. CANTILLER, JOSEFINA ANDREA RAMILO
9. CASTRONUEVO-RIAGA, EVANGELINE ROSARIO
10. CLEMEÑA, ROSE MARIE SALAZAR
11. COSTINA, EDNA TAGAPAN
12. DELA RAMA, MARIA BERNARDITA RIVERA
13. DEY, MARIA LOUISE TRIVINO
14. DY, POLLY CHENG
15. ELLAM, JERYLNA BALINO
16. ESTRELLADO, ALICIA FUENTES
17. FERNANDEZ, KARINA THERESE GALANG
18. GAPP, GRACE FABIOLA
19. GASTARDO-CONACO, MARIA CECILIA CAÑETE
20. GEGARO, SISTER GRACIA TEVES
21. JAVIER JR., ROBERTO ESTRADA
22. JEGONIA, JOEY MARIE FABE
23. MACALMA, ANDREW SIMEON
24. MATEO, NINO JOSE
25. MONCE, MARIA ROSARIO ESTILLORE
26. MONTES, LUCILLE AFABLE
27. OJASAMAN, CONCHITA PELAYO
28. ONG, MERLA MARTINEZ
29. OPELLO, AARON MAGNO
30. PAI, ROLANDO DELA CRUZ
31. POSADAS, FLORDELIZA CORCUERA
32. RESURRECCION, ANGELITA BAJARO
33. REYES, JOSE ALBERTO SALVADOR
34. SALDIVAR, MA. CRISTINA ESQUIVEL
35. SIY, ANTONIA CRUZ
36. UGAY, HERMINIA ALCALA

Upon evaluation of the documents they submitted in support of their respective applications, the Board found that the above-named applicants had met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Act and Rules.

WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow their registration as Psychologist. After approval hereof by the Commission and upon payment of the prescribed fees therefor, let their respective Certificates of Registration and Professional Identification Cards be issued thereto after their respective oaths of professionals.

P. PAREDES ST., CORNER N. REYES ST., SAMPALOC, MANILA, PHILIPPINES 1008
P.O. BOX 2038, MANILA
Done in the City of Manila, this 12th day of July, 2013.
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